The relationship between reading and writing (RRW) is one of the major themes in learning science. One of its obstacles is that it is difficult to define or measure the latent background knowledge of the individual. However, in an academic research setting, scholars are required to explicitly list their background knowledge in the citation sections of their manuscripts. This unique opportunity was taken advantage of to observe RRW, especially in the published academic commentary scenario. RRW was visualized under a proposed topic process model by using a state of the art version of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). The empirical study showed that the academic commentary is modulated both by its target paper and the author's background knowledge. Although this conclusion was obtained in a unique environment, we suggest its implications can also shed light on other similar interesting areas, such as dialog and conversation, group discussion, and social media.
Introduction
The relationship between reading and writing (RRW) is a commonly explored theme in the learning sciences and educational psychology [1] [2] [3] . Experiments exploring this relationship typically examine the background knowledge of participants, which is commonly assessed by using a pre-test. Unfortunately, it is not easy to construct appropriate questions for these pre-tests. If the pre-test questions are too similar to the experiment's content, participants can extract clues from the pre-test questions, thereby artificially improving their performance on the experiment's task. Alternatively, if the pre-test questions are too dissimilar from the experiment's content, participants can experience interference and perform worse on the experiment's task. In an effort to avoid the issues associated with pre-test bias on background knowledge assessment, experimenters should be encouraged to provide a more natural setting where participants can report their own background knowledge, uninhibited and voluntarily.
A setting ripe for research in the background knowledge and RRW domain that meets the above qualities is that of scholars and their academic papers.
Scholars are obligated to cite and append all of the references they believe to be most relevant to their work, due to the ethic codes of academic research communities. These references are usually used as evidence to support their hypotheses, or as sources to establish the motivation behind their studies. Therefore, if we narrow the definition of background knowledge to the foundation which is necessary to build a particular academic paper upon, it is reasonable to assume that these references are the background knowledge of the author of any particular academic paper. Worth noting is the exclusion of basic or common knowledge in this definition of background knowledge. For example, simple arithmetic or basic calculus is not included in the background knowledge of a theoretical physicist when writing an academic paper, because the paper will likely be published in a limited academic circle.
There are roughly two kinds of academic papers. One type of academic paper reports innovations, and the other, academic commentaries, comment on a prior published work. From the perspective of the stimulus-response model, an academic commentary can be seen as the response to the stimulus provided by the original paper. It can also be seen as the output of the author's mind, where the input is the original paper that the author is commenting on. This scenario not only provides a chance to disclose the background knowledge of an individual on a detailed subject, it also provides an opportunity to observe how the author processes the input paper with his or her background knowledge, and outputs an academic commentary. By comparing the input paper with the academic commentary author's background knowledge (i.e., fulltext articles for each of the citations used in the "output" paper), the changes in the output paper (i.e., academic commentary) can be visualized by using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). LDA use has spread beyond machine learning, and is now a standard analysis tool for researchers in many fields [4] . This tool can decompose a collection of full-text materials into several topics.
A third advantage of this scenario is that it is less difficult to obtain the material. Most of the material involved can be accessed through college libraries.
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to examine a reading and writing relationship using an academic commentary setting. A corpus of academic commentaries on video game addiction was created by collecting full-text articles for each of the citations in the original manuscripts.
Material and methods

Material
An empirical case we named as "pros and cons of the concept of video game addiction" was studied in this experiment. In this case, an original paper [5] attracted three different academic commentaries: [6] , [7] and [8] . According to a response from the original author's own perspective [9] , [6] focused on the pros of the concept of video game addiction while [7] and [8] emphasized the cons of it. For a neutral third party (e.g., the readers), it is rather clear to tell that [6] was actually of the opinion that video game addiction does not exist, whereas [7] and [8] were essentially against this opinion, and supported the idea that video game addiction does exist. Table 1 shows the demographic information of the material involved. ** Refers to citations with available full texts that can be retrieved completely.
*** The original paper that the commentaries were based on was also included.
**** Two of the citations were different versions of the same manuscript.
For the purposes of our study, only academic commentaries with only one author are appropriate, because we are only interested in observing the RRW behaviors of individuals, not groups. Although it is relatively easier to collect materials in our academic commentary scenario, there are still challenges involved in retrieving full text articles for every reference in a commentary manuscript.
In addition to the challenge of simply finding the full texts of the citations, dealing with the various types of references also presents a challenge. • For old journal articles:
Their full texts can only be typed into modern electronic documents manually. Even if scanned versions exist, human correction is still needed, even after the help of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) image processing software.
• For invalid web pages:
Full texts of invalid or expired web pages can typically be collected by searching for their titles or author names over the Internet. Occasionally the content was simply moved to a new website.
• For web portals:
It is unusual to list web portals as references because its content is updated frequently. If a web portal is listed, it is most likely used to encourage readers to explore the entire portal. In these situations, the web portals were simply discarded.
• For entire books:
An entire book is cited mostly because the author would like to recommend another different but related domain to readers, similar to web portal citations. However, it can not be simply discarded as a web portal, since its content is quite stable. Nevertheless, the entire book would be too cumbersome to include because of its magnitude and such inclusion would bias the result. So if a much shorter overview can be found to introduce this book, this overview's full text will be regarded as one of the candidates representing the book. It is not difficult to find these candidates (e.g., introductions or formal reviews of the book). These are used in place of an entire book in an effort to avoid the effect of a book's overly large size in the experiment. If the overview from the author of the book is among them, this overview will be used as the substitute of this book for the LDA algorithms. If no such candidates can be found, unfortunately the only option is to discard this citation.
The following procedure should only be used when the majority (say over 60%) of the citations' full text can be retrieved. Otherwise, a new round of finding an academic commentary, like that described in Table 1 , is needed.
Methods
The above materials were studied on two levels: document and topic. Document Level. In this level, a document (more specifically, a commentary) was represented by its citation vector. This vector represented which references were cited, and how many times they were cited in a given document. For example, all together, there were 61 distinct references cited by the papers of authors W, B, G, and T. These indices were then encoded into 1, 2,. . . ,61, using the following approach. The earlier the author name appears in the alphabet, and the earlier the citation was, the smaller the index. Fig. 2 illustrates the citation vector of [5] . The bar height in Fig. 2 represents the citation frequency of a reference [5] . This citation vector can thus be used to represent the "parent" document which generated it. Figure 2 : Citation Distribution/Vector in [5] Topic Level. Although the above citation vector can be used as a mass spectrometer to represent the distribution of some basic features of a certain document, they do not include any semantic information. In order to examine the citations at a deeper level, citation topics were derived semantically. A topic is mathematically defined as a pattern of frequently clustered or co-occurring words within a target corpus. A topic model assumes the words in a corpus cluster into a few unique (perhaps orthogonal [10] ) topics, with different proportions. In practice, compared to the large number of documents in a corpus, the number of topics is relatively small, otherwise the word distribution a topic represents would become too ambiguous.
One of the most commonly used topic models is LDA. This topic model has become a standard analysis tool in many fields. Recently, a simpler and more efficient stochastic algorithm (SCVB0) than the traditional algorithms was proposed for collapsed variational Bayesian inference for LDA [4] . The performance of LDA is determined by several factors. These factors include the number of documents, the length of individual documents and the number of topics [11] . Unlike KNN-like clustering algorithms, LDA cannot be applied to a collection of words in only a single document; a corpus is needed to derive an interpretable pattern.
The documents in our study were segmented into paragraphs; a decision inspired by the ad hoc heuristics handling with books and tweets mentioned in [11] . However, if a paragraph was just a short sentence, it was aggregated into the next paragraph. With this method, we are able to roughly maintain a balance in paragraph length. Mathematically, these separated paragraphs were treated as "documents" in [4] (the document here was the equivalent of "collection" in [4] ). SCVB0 was then applied directly to the paragraphs. The results of the SCVB0 were combined to represent the topic distribution behind the entire document.
Theory/calculation
A topic process model
This section details a proposed topic process model that was used to gain further insight on RRW in academic commentary publications. As shown in Fig.3 , the topics in the main body of the output paper are affected by the topics of the input paper, in addition to the topics found in the background knowledge.
In the topic process model, it was assumed that the author processes the input paper with background knowledge in the following way. His or her writing will eventually change the weights of topics based on the background knowledge component (B k ), with a variation: a function of the product of the input component (I k ) and (B k ), as in (1). This leads to the output component (O k ).
Eq. (1) 
SCVB0, as introduced in the method subsection, was extended mildly to extract the topic distributions over the paragraphs in the main body of a document. Particularly, the background knowledge was literally represented by the paragraphs in a collection of available citations of the output paper.
Detailed descriptions of these notations are listed in Table 2 .
Calculation
The paragraphs in the main body of the input (original) paper, the output paper (commentary), and the available citations of the output paper (background knowledge) were put together as a whole collection. Each paragraph in this collection was tagged with a label referencing the proper citation. The paragraphs from the 1st to the P I -th belonged to the input paper. The paragraphs from the (P I + 1)-th to the (P I + P B )-th belonged to the background Notations Descriptions j The j-th paragraph*.
k The k-th topic*.
K
The number of topics*.
The distribution of the k-th topic for the j-th paragraph*.
α Dirichlet prior parameters for θ jk *. Theoretically, it can be different.
However, they are usually set equally.
The expected number of words assigned to the k-th topic for the j-th paragraph*.
Cj
The length of the j-th paragraph*.
PI
The number of paragraphs in the input (original) paper.
PO
The number of paragraphs in the output paper (commentary).
PB
The number of paragraphs in the citations of the output paper. The sum ofθ jk on the k-th topic in the input paper.
O k
The sum ofθ jk on the k-th topic in the output paper.
B k
The sum ofθ jk on the k-th topic in the background knowledge.
γ k A coefficient of the interactions between I k and B k .
* Following the notations and their descriptions in [4] .
** Following the notation and its description in [12] .
*** Following the notation and its description in [13] .
knowledge. The paragraphs from the (P I + P B + 1)-th to the (P I + P B + P O )-th belonged to the output paper.
Suppose SCVB0 was applied to the paragraphs above, then Eq. (12) in [13] said:θ
The estimate of the distribution of the k-th topic in the input paper was calculated by summing everyθ jk of the paragraphs.
According to the paragraph aggregation / document segmentation method presented in the subsection 2.2, it was assumed that each length of paragraphs is approximately the same. That means: C j ≈ C I (j = 1, 2, ..., P I ). Then,
A notation for the mean function, mean(N Θ jk ) I , was introduced:
After substituting Eq. (6) to Eq. (5), Eq. (5) was transformed into:
In a similar way, Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) were obtained:
where C j ≈ C B (j = P I + 1, ..., P I + P B ) and C j ≈ C O (j = P I + P B + 1, ..., P I + P B + P O ). mean(N 
Results
The three authors in Table 1 actually represented three sub-cases in our case. Each of their commentaries was a complete scenario presented by the topic process model in Fig. 3 . For each scenario, the demographic information of the collections are listed in Table 3 . * Articles included the input and output papers. ** They were set after a few trials according to the principles summarized by [11] .
*** If a word occurred twice, two tokens were included.
Document Level
The citation vectors of the above sub-cases are visualized in Fig. 4 , including the original (target) paper itself.
It was found that there was only one overlap between these citation vectors.
This overlap is highlighted by a white rectangle. Although this overlap was Figure 4 : Citation Vectors particularly rare, it was hardly coincidental, as evidenced by the proportion of frequencies. Half of the citations (though there were only two altogether) in paper B overlapped with paper W which had 30 citations, while 17 citations in paper G and 13 citations in paper T overlapped with none of the citations in paper W. The explanation for this phenomenon is as follows: B focused on the pros of paper W, so the probability of overlaps was much higher than the other two sub-cases. This contrast illustrates that scientific researchers tend to cite the most direct and solid evidence to support their opinions, and some of the classic or more well-known evidence can be traced to the same reference. Alternatively, G and W co-authored several papers in the related area, but within this theme, there was zero overlap between their citations. This showed the finding above again, but from a different aspect: when researchers oppose each other on a topic, the references they cite are much less likely to overlap. We can borrow a term commonly used in Physics, "resonance", to describe the above phenomenon observed in our study. When two scientific researchers agree with each other on a specific theme, something must trigger a strong resonance in their minds. In other words, there must be something significant that co-exists in their background knowledge. We argue the overlapping references observed in our study provides support for this idea.
Topic Level
The weighted word density spent on a certain topic in one of the commentaries is presented in Fig.5 . The implementation of SCVB0 used a variable named "weight" to record the topic distribution. Fig.5 inherited this notation, but was provided with a different meaning, the sum of weight, which was consistent with Eq.(4). The height of each bar in Fig.5 was normalized by the maximum weight among the bars with the same color. The maximum height of a bar is set at 1. These three sub-figures illustrate that both input and background knowledge modulate the output. The generated topics along with the top ten words of each scenario are listed in Table 4 . The underlined word was selected as a potential representative for the topic. Two relationships (input vs. output, and background knowledge vs. output) were analyzed.
On the relationship between input and output. The fluctuations of input and output appear to be in a similar pattern in Fig.5(a) . Except for Topic 5, almost every weight of a topic in the input and output paper rose and fell at the same phase. The pattern in this sub-figure was much more obvious than in the other two sub-figures. Considering Author B focused on the pros of the original paper, this phenomenon could be naturally attributed to the fact that both Author B and W held the same opinion.
The correlation coefficients between the weights of topics of input and the ones of outputs in these three sub-cases are listed in Table 5 . As seen in this table, the correlation coefficient of G was quite close to zero. This implies that the output of G was nearly irrelevant to the input to him. In other words, G's opposition to W's opinion was the strongest among the three scholars. To support this inference, consider the following circumstantial evidence. First, G output, the background knowledge appears to be a more significant factor than the input, when shaping the output.
Besides the above topics, the background knowledge also dominates in some other topics, e.g., Topic 4 in Fig.5(b) . In this sub-figure, Topic 4 has the second greatest normalized weight among the topics, both in the background knowledge and output paper.
The correlation coefficients between the weights of topics of background knowledge and the weights of outputs in these 3 sub-cases are listed in Table   6 . A surprising and interesting result was found in the negative correlation coefficient of B ( r = −0.9446). B's correlation coefficient implies that B used a very different strategy when applying his background knowledge to compose his commentary. He might be citing references to help organize the manuscript as seen in the emphasis on the topics with less focus on the input. He could be citing references that he opposes. He could also be using a combination of both strategies. The possible strategies warrant further exploration in the future. 
Discussion
The above results visualize how the input paper and background knowledge take part in shaping the output paper. The parameter γ in Eq.(2) reflects the strategy used to process and combine the input he or she reads with his or her background knowledge when writing the output. This parameter may only work for this specific input, and may not generalize to other cases (e.g., posting on Twitter). However, if the author's other commentaries can be collected, his or her own style of a topic processing model could be induced using the method described in this paper. This finding is consistent with, and extends on, the findings in [14] . [14] indicates that students' reading of multiple documents is influenced by perspective instructions (i.e., themes or topics), which, in turn, can help students be more discriminative when deciding between more and less trustworthy documents. Specifically, participants were assigned different stances on a controversial topic, prior to collecting evidence to support their stance. The perspective instructions in their work could be viewed as a type of "input".
Furthermore, our study provides support for the idea that background knowledge can play a significant role in shaping the output paper. [15] found that readers discriminate between more-and less-relevant information while they read. Readers were more likely to build connections between more-relevant information and other texts, than they were with less-relevant information. Moreand less-relevant information here can be seen as the background knowledge.
Meanwhile, [16] suggests that creative writing requires a similar representational process as reading comprehension. Our study not only replicates their findings, but also provides a visualization of the same-phase or opposite-phase fluctuations among background knowledge and the output paper.
In summary, our empirical study shows that the output paper is modulated by both the input paper and the background knowledge. The results of this study also has implications on education and learning science, in that there appears to exist a latent "resonance" hidden between the learner's background knowledge and the reading material. The results also indicate that a learner's background knowledge can be estimated when equipped with information about what the learner has read and written. With this estimated background knowledge, educational material can be created to trigger the latent "resonance" hidden in the background knowledge.
Conclusion
The relationship between reading and writing was studied under a special scenario: academic commentary. This scenario was chosen to explore RRW because it provided a unique advantage in reducing the difficulty to obtain accurate background knowledge, and also because it was believed that the implications from this setting could shed light on RRW behaviors in general.
The academic commentary materials for this study were divided into three parts: the target article that the commentary comments on, the commentary article itself, and the commentary article's citations. Each part corresponded to the input, output, and the background knowledge of the same author, respectively. SCVB0, a simpler and more efficient version of LDA algorithm, was extended to visualize the relationship among the three parts, under the framework of a proposed topic process model.
The observed "resonance" implied that the output paper is influenced both by input and background knowledge. More specifically, it was found that the fluctuations of input, output, and background knowledge can exhibit a samephase or an opposite-phase. Future work should involve two different directions.
First, sample scales should be increased to observe how the parameter changes.
More academic commentaries should be collected and tested, in addition to testing the topic process model in more controllable groups (e.g., elementary students). The ultimate goal is to see if the parameter γ can be related to the psychometrics results of these participants. Secondly, future work should move forward into the word level, similar to [17] .
